22 March 2019

Upcoming Dates
March
Monday 25
Friday 29th

May
th

Year 6 Canberra Camp departs
Year 6 Canberra Camp returns

April
Thursday 4th
Friday 5th
rd

Tuesday 23
Thursday 25th

Subway Lunch
End of Term 1- 2:30pm dismissal
Free Dress for Good Friday Appeal
School Resumes
ANZAC Day

May
Friday 3rd
Monday 6th
Wednesday 8th
Thursday 9th
Monday 13th
Tuesday 14th

House Athletics (Yrs. 3 to 6)
Starlab Incursion Year 5/6
Foundation 2020 Information Night
7:00 to 8:00pm
Mother’s day Stall
School Photos
NAPLAN fortnight commences

Wednesday 15th
Monday 20th
Wednesday 22nd
Tuesday 28th
Wednesday 29th

Council Waste Incursion Years 3/4
District Cross Country
Education Week Open Night
Subway Lunch
Japanese Day

June
Wednesday 5th
Monday 10th
Friday 21st
Monday 24th

Wednesday 26th
Friday 28th

Foundation 2020 Meet and Greet
9:15 to 10:15am
Queen’s Birthday Student Free Day
Student Free Day
Subway Lunch
Parent Teacher Interviews
3:45 to 8:00pm
Parent Teacher Interviews
3:45 to 5:00pm
End of Term 2 – 2:30pm dismissal

Principal’s Report
School Council
Earlier this week we held our first meeting of the new School Council. A number of topics were discussed and
positions of responsibility were allocated. Thank you to our office bearers, Peter Mitchell (President), Jodi Gerritsen
(Vice President), Sam Daly (Treasurer) and Rebecca Bowyer (Secretary).
At the meeting we presented our Annual Report for 2018. The report is incredibly positive, with our school
continuing to perform well when compared to ‘like’ schools. The report encompasses all aspects of the school,
including staff and parent surveys, engagement levels of students and of course, academic results.
Our community should be proud of these result as it is testament to the efforts of staff, students and parents.
A reminder to all members of our community that in most instances School Council meetings are open and you are
welcome to attend.
School Council also approved the date for our next curriculum day. We have two student free days remaining in
2019: Friday 21st June and Monday 4th November. Please mark these in your diaries.
National Day of Action against Bullying and Violence
Last Friday, Ruskin Park joined with schools across the country to take a stand against bullying and violence. All
students were provided with the opportunity to participate in age appropriate activities aimed at promoting respect
and empathy. Treating others the way we would like to be treated is a consistent theme in classrooms, at assemblies
and in our daily interactions, and this day empowered our students to make our great community even stronger.
In the lead up to the day, the Student Voice team developed a survey for students in Years 4 to 6. In the coming
weeks they will unpack the data but I am pleased to say the results were overwhelmingly positive.

House Cross Country
Congratulations to all students who took part in this week’s House Cross Country. Across the school we encourage
students to challenge themselves and Cross Country provides another opportunity for this. For some, it was about
improving their performance from the previous year while for others the goal was to simply finish the course.
Whatever the goal, our students embraced the challenge and should be proud of their efforts.
Thank you to all our parent helpers. We would not have been able to run the event without your support.

Siblings
It may seem early in the year, but we have started the process of planning for 2020. We continue to have high levels
of interest in our school and I expect demand to exceed the number of places we can offer.
If you have a sibling that will be commencing school in 2020, could I please ask you to visit the office and collect an
enrolment form?
Please feel free to come and see me should you have any questions regarding the enrolment process.
Year 6 Canberra Camp
On Monday our Year 6 students head to Canberra to explore our nation’s capital. They will visit Parliament House,
the Australian Institute of Sport, Questacon and Canberra’s other major attractions.
I will be away from school for the week as I will be attending the camp with our Year 6 students.
Family and Friends Network
This week our second Family and Friends meeting for 2019 was held. This continues to be an active group with the
planning of wonderful experiences for our students currently underway.
The Easter raffle is quickly approaching. Thank you to the families who have generously donated items for prizes.
There is still time left. If you would like to contribute you can leave an item at the office. The committee will then
prepare hampers to be received by our lucky raffle winners.
We are also preparing an email distribution list for any members of our community that would like to stay up to date
with Family and Friends news. If you would like your email added please contact the office.
Funds raised this year will combine with money raised from last year’s Colour Run and be put towards our new
stage/outdoor learning area. This project is progressing smoothly. We have engaged and met with the landscape
architect who is currently in the process of creating a design. This will then be reviewed by the Buildings and
Grounds committee before entering the construction phase. I will keep you updated as we move through each stage.
Special Religious Instruction
As some of you may be aware, in recent years the regulations regarding Special Religious Instruction (SRI) in
government schools have changed. In line with these regulations, we are planning to offer Christian SRI classes for 30
minutes during lunchtime on a Wednesday. These sessions will begin in Term Two for students in Years 1 to 4.
Students wishing to participate will need to complete and return the permission form that was sent home this week.

Royal Children’s Hospital
On Friday 5th April we invite all Ruskin Park students to wear casual clothes in support of The Royal Children’s
Hospital Good Friday Appeal. The cost for wearing casual clothes is a gold coin donation. Families are welcome to
donate more if they would like. Please bring your donation to school on the day and hand it to your child’s classroom
teacher.

Andrew Moore
Principal

Foundation News

Last week our Foundation and Year 6 students worked together to explore the qualities a friend needs to possess.
Our students highlighted the importance of trust, common interests, approachability, support, friendliness and
compassion, which was very impressive. They then created buddy bears highlighting the quality they thought was
most important in a friend. It was lovely to observe the Year 6 students encouraging their buddy to articulate and
record their ideas in simple sentences. The creative talents of our students are now on display in the Foundation and
office area for all to view.
On Wednesday, we held our annual Teddy Bear’s picnic, to officially launch the Better Buddies Program at RPPS. The
primary aim of the event is to reinforce the importance of cooperation and positive relationships. We enjoyed the
sunshine and the oval was a hive of activity as our students participated in egg and spoon and sack races. After
participating in the activities, everyone was extremely hungry and enjoyed a
delicious lunch with their furry friends under the shade of the gum trees. We
look forward to continuing positive relationships through the Better Buddies
Program throughout the year.
In English, we are encouraging our students to look carefully at the
illustrations in books and to identify what the character is doing and saying
to enhance their ability to retell the story in their own words. It is wonderful
to hear our students now alerting us to the presence of high frequency
words in stories as we engage in shared reading. So please continue to
support your child at home by playing games such as Snap and Bingo to
increase their speed and accuracy in recalling their high frequency words.
In Mathematics, we have introduced data and simple graphs. Our students
have loved discovering which pet or ice cream flavour is the most popular in

the class. They are beginning to interpret data and can identify which is the
most popular or the least popular option using the information contained in a
graph. This week we have explored the concept of teen numbers. Our
students worked with a partner to create a chain representing a teen number
such as 10 and 5 make 15. They sequenced the numbers and also ordered
them from the largest to smallest number. Their ability to count collections
using one to one correspondence is developing. Our students speed in
identifying representations of the numbers to ten in different dot
arrangements is improving. They have been playing games, which have been
designed to develop their speed and accuracy in identifying different
arrangements of numbers to 10 automatically for example 2 and 4 is 6, 3 and
3 is 6 etc.
In Science, our focus has been on investigating the symbols used to represent
different weather conditions. Our students have watched weather reports,
located symbols on a weather map and have studied clouds and created a collage to represent cloudy or overcast
conditions. They are now recording daily weather conditions in the morning and afternoon to develop an awareness
that weather conditions can change throughout the day.

Junior School
Year 1
We`re looking forward to our History presentations which begin next week. We`ve discussed our personal timelines
and the changes from us as a baby to now and how we can do different things. We`ve also made some predictions
about our future selves! We`ve used an application to age photos of ourselves. They do look strange.
In Literacy, Year 1 have continued to discuss the important reading strategies we use to help us read and understand
the text. Please discuss each book your child brings home, asking questions like… Who are the main characters?
What happened at the beginning, middle, and end? Can you describe where the story is set? Can you make a
connection to the text? Has something like that ever happened to you?… The students are really focusing on
improving their understanding of what they have read. Keep it up.
In Maths this week, we had been learning about money. This can be a tricky subject to understand. We all need to be
able to recognise and order the coins by value and use them to add simple amounts. We have been relating our play
money to real world concepts and are improving our skills. Happy shopping.

Year 2
As a part of our focus on Positive Education, in Year 2, all students have themselves a personal goal word to work on,
these vary greatly with students choosing words including ‘leader,’ ‘organisation,’ ‘flexibility’ and ‘confidence.’ Ask
your child about their goal word and discuss with them how they are working on their word.
In Literacy the Reader’s and Writer’s Workshop are in full motion, with students confidently working towards their
individual learning goals in these lessons. In Reading we have been impressed with how students are making better
book selections using their understanding of ‘Just Right’ books and their efforts to use their Reader’s Notebooks to
record their thinking about reading. In Writing, students are incorporating our special vocabulary words with more
confidence, and have been working on improving their writing by varying their sentence openings and writing both
long and short sentences. Many students are finding inspiration in the books they are reading, modifying characters,
plot lines and powerful phrases to suit their own writing.
In Maths we have been studying place value, by investigating how a digit’s place in a number, changes its value. We
have used MAB, abacus and numeral expanders to explore numbers to 1000, and students are now more confident

expanding and manipulating numbers. To conclude our unit on Place Value, next week we will look at rounding
numbers to the nearest 10.
Building on students’ learning about the water cycle, in Science next week we will look at how water is collected and
stored. Students will begin constructing their own water tanks, and if you have any 2 litre bottles that you can send
to school for this task we would greatly appreciate it!

Middle School
All Year 3 and 4 students participated in House Cross Country on Monday 18th March. We would like to say
congratulations to all students who participated in the race, especially in the heat. All children enjoyed themselves
and supported and encouraged their friends, peers and house mates.
On Friday the school and students celebrated Harmony Day. Throughout the week, each class spent time researching
a country to present at assembly. After the assembly, the Year 3 and 4 students participated in a range of Harmony
Day rotational activities to explore what Harmony Day means to us. Well done to all students that eagerly
participated in all activities.

Year 3
During Reading, students have been developing their ability to ask questions before, during and after reading.
Students discussed the different types of questions that we may ask and then looked at finding the answer. Students
have also been working to determine the author’s purpose and opinion. Students read a range of texts and worked
in groups to identify the author’s purpose.
Students have begun exploring persuasive texts by looking at the text structure and language used to help persuade
the reader. Students have been discussing the difference between fact and opinion and also learning to form an
opinion to agree or disagree with a statement. Students were presented with the statement ‘Children should get to
choose their own bedtime’ and they had to decide whether they were for or against the statement and provide a
reason.
During Mathematics, students are developing their knowledge of chance and probability. We have explored the
language of chance and have been using it when discussing our work. Students have been determining the possible
outcomes of chance experiments such as the number of different colours in an M&M packet and the probability of
pulling out a red one.

Year 4
In Reading, students have been further exploring the elements of a story and their features. Students have enjoyed
looking at different texts to discover the importance of a setting and how it is used in historical fiction and fantasy.
Students are learning to infer character traits through dialogue, thought, behaviour and what others say about them
in a story.
We are continuing to explore narratives, focusing on paragraph structure as well as quotation marks to indicate
direct speech and identifying language used to link sentences. Students have been further developing their
paragraphs to ensure they flow from one idea to the next. Students have also been experimenting with words other
than ‘said’ to provide more descriptive character interactions, making their stories more interesting for the reader.
Over the last two weeks students have been investigating units of measurement, focusing on length, mass, volume
and capacity and temperature. Students have enjoyed the hands on exploration of these units, including using metre
rulers, trundle wheels, scales, measuring jugs and thermometers. Students particularly enjoyed the open ended task
focusing on length, where they had to design 3 varying paper planes and record the lengths that they flew, discussing
the varying distances and which flew the furthest.

Senior School
Curriculum
It has been a busy term in the Senior School. We are proud of the way our students have settled into the year.
We have been developing our skills in the four processes in Numeracy, recently focusing on multiplication. Students
have been developing their skills in worded problem solving as well as solving questions involving long multiplication
by 2-digits, 3-digits, etc. We remind students to continually revise their times tables at home.
In Writing, students have been developing their skills in narrative writing. With a focus on developing engaging and
entertaining narratives, teachers have modelled the use of interesting vocabulary and frequently using adjectives
and adverbs in writing pieces to create a visual for the audience as well as engaging the audience.
In Digital Technology, students are well on the way to achieving their eSmart Digital Licence. The focus of these
lessons is to teach the students to be smart, safe and responsible online. Students learn about various topics such as
Protecting Privacy, and complete a quiz at the end of the session.

Canberra Tour
The Year 6 Canberra Tour is this Monday. Please remember to arrive at school no later than 7:00am, as we must
depart by 7:15am.
Students have completed their learning in the classroom and have developed their understanding of the Australian
government system and democracy.

Buddies
On Wednesday our Year 6 students and their Foundation buddies participated in the Teddy Bears Picnic.
Students were involved in a range of fun and challenging activities on the oval, including an egg and spoon race, sack
race, frisbee throw, bean bag challenge, and parachute. Students also had a rest stop, where they could read with
their buddies and have a drink and relax. After this, students found shade and had their lunch with their buddies. It
was a fabulous session and the Year 6 students did a wonderful job supporting and encouraging their buddies
through the activities.

Transition
Yarra Hills Secondary College
On Friday 15th March the Year 5 classes travelled to Yarra Hills Secondary
College. They were greeted by the school’s friendly staff and students. Four Year
Ten students took us on a brief tour of the school. Then we walked back into the
room where we had started our tour. We were split up into several groups to
start the activities. One favourite activity among the Year 5’s was Science. The
students who did the Science activity learnt about the life cycle of mealworms.
Each group participated in two activities. Once we had finished the
activities we returned to Ruskin Park Primary School with a slap band and
lots of stories to tell.
The day was so fantastic that one student rated it 4.5 out of 5 stars!
By Elisha and Hazel 5P

Yarra Hills Secondary College
On Friday 15th March the Year 5’s left Ruskin Park and caught
the bus to Yarra Hills Secondary College. We got off the bus
shortly after to see all the high school kids together. We were
given information about the school and were introduced to
some Year 10 students.
Next we had a tour of the school and saw the Gym and cooking
facilities. After that we were placed into our groups.
The first group went into the Senior Building where we did a
History class. We learnt about the history of chopsticks and
how to use them. After the power point we got to use
chopsticks on…LOLLIES, which was a little tricky! Each group
activity went for half an hour.
The next class we took was Maths. We learnt about 3D shapes,
watched a video then we made our own 3D shape. People
made cubes, cylinders and many more.
The second group started with Writing. They were given four pictures with which they had to write a half-page story.
In the end they were given chocolates for sharing their stories. YUM!!!
The next activity was Science. We learnt about the cycle of mealworms. Did you know that mealworms have an
exoskeleton? Well if you didn’t, now you do! We all got to take home three or four adopted mealworms with
information on how to care for them.
When it was time to leave, we walked back to the gym and received a surprise kit. It had information, a balloon,
pencil and slap band. Then we hopped back on the bus and went back to school!
We learnt that Secondary school isn’t such a scary place to be!
Ava, Tyla, Olivia (on behalf of the Year Five students)

Numeracy at Ruskin Park
Easter Egg Mix Up
The Easter bunny had 23 eggs. Some dark chocolate and some white
chocolate. How many of each could he have?

Easter Basket
I was talking to the Easter Bunny yesterday and he would like us to
help him sort his Easter basket. He would like us to make ten Easter
eggs per basket in as many different combinations as we like. We can
use red, green and blue eggs. How many different Easter baskets can
you make? What combinations did you use? How did you record it?

The Art Spot!
Our Junior School are participating in an exhibition at the moment in
Main Street Croydon as part of the Maroondah Cultural Festival. We
have a display in the window of Stockdale and Leggo, which is next to
Subway. Our Year 2's have made the Zen tangle leaves, the Year 1's
have made all the flying bugs and the Foundation students made all
the crawling bugs on the tree.
The tree has been made by the
Men’s shed in Croydon and we are
exhibiting with the Croydon
Conservation community.
The tree looks fantastic, but if you
can't make it to see it, here are
some of the photos taken through
the window!

Student Voice
On Friday 5th April we will be having a free dress day fundraiser for
the Royal Children’s Hospital Good Friday Appeal. Students are
asked to bring along a gold coin donation to support the hospital.

OSHC NEWS
We are interested in tinkering and dismantling old unused appliances to see all the individual parts and how they
work. It is quite fun when we find circuit boards, springs, switches, CD drives and so on. We can use the bits and
pieces from the old appliances to make special craft projects.
If you have any old appliances such as printers, DVD players, clocks and even old toasters we would very much
appreciate you donating them to OSHC.

Article prepared by Daniel. F Year 5P

These students have recently celebrated their birthdays
Ruby

Tabitha

Van Cung

Mia

Connor

Laura

Jake

Jake

Elizabeth

Lara

Charlee

Jayden

Gloria

Cary

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VISION
Every student at Ruskin Park Primary School can develop their natural curiosity
and imagination through new and engaging approaches to teaching and learning.
The encouragement of a positive attitude within a friendly community of learners
will promote success today, tomorrow and into the future.

THE RUSKIN PARK PRIMARY SCHOOL VALUES ARE
Building Friendship, Creativity, Honesty & Respect

School Crossings
At the end of each school term when students are dismissed early and at other times during the year, School
Crossing Supervisors who operate flagged controlled crossings are concerned about where cars are parked to collect
children.
Our Supervisors experience vehicles parking close
to the school crossings which inhibits clear sight
lines for the Supervisors.
Even though the parking signs are not applicable
for the 2.30pm dismissal times at the end of
terms, vehicles are unable to park within 20m on
the approach side and 10m after an operational
school crossing.
Below is some helpful information for our school
community and your assistance in this matter is
greatly appreciated.
Parking and traffic controls around schools
Parking and traffic controls around schools play
an important part in keeping children safe.
These controls ensure the crossing supervisor has
a clear field of vision in all directions and can
identify possible hazardous traffic conditions.
Some of the parking controls include:




No stopping within 20m on the approach
side of a crossing.
No stopping within 10m on the departure
side of a school crossing.
No stopping within 10m of an intersection
(unless signs say you can).

